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The first few days of 2016 have seen a return to the type of volatility global markets experienced in the third quarter of
2015, and the root cause seems to be the same: concern over the sustainability and trajectory of Chinese economic
growth. Our Templeton Global Macro team believes many of these fears may be overblown, and feels that while volatility
may continue in the short term, the underlying story for China is more positive. Here, Templeton Global Macro CIO
Michael Hasenstab explains how he sees a moderation of Chinese growth as a
normalization rather than a slowdown, and why he doesn’t anticipate a currency
war.
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During the first week of the year, China’s stock markets have declined sharply,
causing widespread panic in investment markets across the globe. While we
understand this may be unsettling to global investors, our deep, long-term analysis
of the economic situation in China leads us to believe that now is not the time to panic.
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On the whole, our view remains that underlying conditions in
the Chinese economy are fundamentally more stable than
markets have recently indicated. We still believe that China’s
policymakers have both the tools and the financial firepower
to counter the recent slowdown and keep growth on track at
6%–7%, which in turn we believe is sufficient to support
global growth.
Over its relatively short history, China’s domestic stock
market has been prone to extreme fluctuations, partly
because it has been closed to international investors. And
although China’s stock market still plays a relatively minor
role in its economy, both as a source of capital for companies
and as assets for households, its importance on both sides has
increased.
Last summer, the Chinese government adopted a number of
administrative measures to halt the fall in stock prices after a
correction that alarmed investors around the world. It is
worth recalling that the correction at that time came after
valuations had more than doubled over the previous 12
months, but it did not precipitate the fully fledged crash that
some observers had predicted.

THE IMPORTANCE OF A STRONG CHINESE EQUITY
MARKET
A STRONG EQUITY MARKET CARRIES BENEFITS FOR CHINA: (I) IT
PROVIDES A MORE ATTRACTIVE BACKDROP FOR IPOS, AND FOR
PRIVATE EQUITY FINANCING, OPENING UP A NEW FINANCING
OPPORTUNITY FOR SMALL AND MEDIUM-SIZED ENTERPRISES
WHICH HAVE MORE LIMITED ACCESS TO CREDIT; (II) IT CREATES
A BETTER BACKDROP FOR PRIVATIZATIONS, SUPPORTING THE
STATE-OWNED ENTERPRISE (SEO) REFORM PROCESS; AND (III)
AS SHARE OWNERSHIP HAS BROADENED OVER THE COURSE OF
THE RALLY, IT CAN ALSO GIVE SOME SUPPORT TO DOMESTIC
CONSUMPTION VIA A WEALTH EFFECT, EVEN IF LIMITED (EQUITY
OWNERSHIP REMAINS EXTREMELY LOW IN CHINA AT LESS THAN
2% OF HOUSEHOLD ASSETS).
POLICYMAKERS ARE TRYING TO STRIKE THE RIGHT BALANCE.
THEY WANT TO PREVENT A STOCK MARKET CRASH, WHICH
WOULD NOT ONLY POSE A RISK TO ECONOMIC GROWTH, BUT
ALSO SET BACK THE PROGRESS IN MAKING THE EQUITY MARKET
A MORE IMPORTANT PART OF THE ECONOMY, BOTH AS A
SOURCE OF FINANCING FOR CORPORATES AND AS AN
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY FOR SAVERS. THEY WILL PREFER,
HOWEVER, TO HELP THE MARKET STABILIZE RATHER THAN TO
FUEL ANOTHER SHARP RUN-UP IN VALUATIONS THAT COULD
SET THE STAGE FOR A FULL-FLEDGED CRASH.

The People’s Bank of China (PBOC) has once again intervened to devalue the yuan, and once again some commentators
are interpreting the devaluation as a signal that policymakers remain deeply concerned about the growth slowdown.
While some observers feel the Chinese authorities may seek to engineer a substantial depreciation to boost growth
through exports—leading to currency wars that may disrupt global growth and the global financial system—our view is
different.
As we maintained in our Global Macro Shifts deep-dive analysis of China, we believe China’s policymakers will most likely
stay the course. We would note that before the depreciation in August 2015, China’s currency had appreciated by over
12% on a real effective basis in the preceding 12 months. Furthermore, China had experienced some “hot money”
outflows during the first half of the year, which also clearly influenced policymakers’ actions. Although the renminbi has
experienced a modest depreciation, we do not feel the move is a precursor to a larger uncontrolled weakening, as feared
by markets.
China’s Inevitable Growth Normalization
We do not share the markets’ current pessimism over the trajectory of China’s economic growth. We view the recent
moderation of growth in China as an inevitable normalization for an economy of its size; its nominal level of gross
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domestic product (GDP) is now five times the size of what it was 10 years ago. Thus, a lower rate of growth still
represents a massive level of global aggregate demand.
In our assessment, the quality of growth in China has improved in recent years. Increasing labor costs and interest rates
have put downward pressure on profits; however, higher wages boost consumption, which has increasingly become the
anchor of Chinese growth; we estimate that consumption is close to 60% of GDP and rising. Additionally, new interestrate liberalization policies can redirect capital to the whole economy, particularly the private sector, which we expect to
be the future driver of growth.
The private sector in China now contributes more to job growth than the state-owned sector, which has not been the
case for the past 30 years. China’s rapid urbanization process will also necessitate development. Plans for infrastructure
investment are underway as the railways sector is set to expand along with demands for broader water purification and
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environmental related projects. Such projects could somewhat offset the negative drags on growth from the
contractions in manufacturing and the excess capacity in the real estate sector. Furthermore, property prices appear to
have bottomed out due to earlier easing measures.
Overall, based on our analysis, we believe China will remain on course, with GDP growth decelerating moderately
toward the 6% mark over the next few years1 while the economy shifts toward consumption, services and higher valueadded manufacturing. This has important implications for the global economy:
We believe 6%+ growth in China will support global growth, an important factor given the structural fragility of
the European recovery and the prospective tightening of US Federal Reserve (Fed) policy.
Together with the new round of infrastructure investment, this will provide some support to commodity
markets. Note, however, that China’s rebalancing from investment to consumption will also reduce demand for
most industrial metals. On balance, therefore, our China outlook should be consistent with stable commodity
prices in the next few years.
China’s rebalancing also has a differential impact on trade flows: We should see more trade with advanced
economies producing finished and industrial goods, and relatively less with commodity producers. Moreover,
the “One Belt, One Road” initiative and the actions of the newly launched Asia Infrastructure Investment Bank
also bear close monitoring because of their potential impact on trade flows over the long term.
Finally, sustained wage growth implies that China should gradually export a more inflationary push to the rest of
the world, reinforcing our view that, starting with the United States, the outlook remains for higher inflation
rates and higher interest rates.
In short, China’s economy is in a crucial stage of rebalancing but we believe it is not at risk of collapsing. Some of the
traditional engines of growth (manufacturing, real estate and local government spending) have stalled or contracted but
new engines of growth (the service sector and a new generation of private sector companies) are taking over. Although
we may continue to experience volatility in the near term, we remain optimistic about China’s outlook as it searches for
its new equilibrium.
For a more detailed analysis of China as well as other markets around the world, read “Global Macro Shifts,” a
research-based briefing on global economies featuring the analysis and views of Dr. Michael Hasenstab and senior
members of Templeton Global Macro. Dr. Hasenstab and his team manage Templeton’s global bond strategies,
including unconstrained fixed income, currency and global macro. This economic team, trained in some of the leading
universities in the world, integrates global macroeconomic analysis with in-depth country research to help identify
long-term imbalances that translate to investment opportunities.
The comments, opinions and analyses are the personal views expressed by the investment manager and are intended to
be for informational purposes and general interest only and should not be construed as individual investment advice or a
recommendation or solicitation to buy, sell or hold any security or to adopt any investment strategy. It does not
constitute legal or tax advice. The information provided in this material is rendered as at publication date and may
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change without notice, and it is not intended as a complete analysis of every material fact regarding any country, region
market or investment.
Data from third-party sources may have been used in the preparation of this material and Franklin Templeton
Investments (“FTI”) has not independently verified, validated or audited such data. FTI accepts no liability whatsoever for
any loss arising from use of this information and reliance upon the comments, opinions and analyses in the material is at
the sole discretion of the user. Products, services and information may not be available in all jurisdictions and are offered
by FTI affiliates and/or their distributors as local laws and regulations permit. Please consult your own professional
adviser for further information on availability of products and services in your jurisdiction.
Get more perspectives from Franklin Templeton Investments delivered to your inbox. Subscribe to the Beyond Bulls &
Bears blog.
For timely investing tidbits, follow us on Twitter @FTI_Global and on LinkedIn.
What Are the Risks?
All investments involve risks, including possible loss of principal. The value of investments can go down as well as up,
and investors may not get back the full amount invested. Bond prices generally move in the opposite direction of
interest rates. Thus, as the prices of bonds in an investment portfolio adjust to a rise in interest rates, the value of the
portfolio may decline. Foreign securities involve special risks, including currency fluctuations and economic and political
uncertainties. Investments in emerging markets involve heightened risks related to the same factors, in addition to those
associated with these markets’ smaller size and lesser liquidity.

___________________________________________________
1. There is no assurance that any estimate or forecast will be realized.
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